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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
ON THE BASIC REPRESENTATION OF THE AFFINE 
KAC-MOODY L IE ALGEBRAS D^L) 
Thomas N. VOUGIOUKLIS 
Abstract: We compute the constants needed for the principal rea l iza t i -
on given in [33 of the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras D̂  , n z 4 . 
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Classification: 17B65, 17B70 
1. Introduction. Let n£4. Let { E . . } . . 9 n be the standard basis of 
ij j-i,...,zn 
the space of 2nx 2n complex matrices, so that the matrix E-. is 1 in the ij-
entry and 0 in all the other entries. In the case of Kac-Moody Lie algebra 
4 ( A ) of type D^X) (n>4) we have (see L4J, C9J) 
(1 ) <S=o(2n,C), (x|y)=tr xy. 
Instead of the standard representations 123 , we consider all 2nx 2n complex 
matrices in the form given in I13, for type D . We can take the Chevalley ge-

























































Let us denote (see t l 0 3 ) by £ the number defined in the following way: 
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& = K if K -.» n and £ = K-1 if K > n for every K of 2. Moreover let 
h=2(n-l) be the Coxeter number [33. Then we have the following 
Proposition 1 (see [103) . A Lie algebra # of type D is a graded modh 
where the 1-principal Z/h Z-gradation is given by setting 





We take a normalized 1-cyclic element [63 as follows: E=/5.e. where 
/3L=/Bi = P
n - 1











 V ^ ^ ^ f o r KCN; K « f , 
<• and tr Eh=(-l)nh. 
The centralizer S of E is a CSA of «J with dimension n (see [63). A basis of 
S is<E,E3,...,E2n"3,E0} where 
Eo=Eln"El,n+l+Enl+En,2n"En+l,l"En+l,2n+E2n,n"E2n,n+1' 
and we have 
(4) E2+(-l)n4Eh=4I, trE2=8, and EQE
V=E^Eo=0 for every V. 
In [53 and [33 a construction of the basic representation of the affine 
Kac-Moody Lie algebras have been introduced which construction is a generali-
zation of the one introduced in [73. This construction has been called prin-
4." 
root vectors A, ,...,A , with respect to S, such that their projections on 
Ĵrt form a basis of <* . Moreover if { V $ e , _ is a basis of S which is o o s s—x,..,n
normalized such that (T.|ln+i *)= <*^ for all i,j=l,...,n, then the constants 
_̂_ defined by the relation [T ,AJ=A A are needed for the principal re-rs s J. xrs r 
alization. If we decompose the vectors A with respect to the 1-principal 
gradation 
V % Artf> r=1»--->n; VeZ/hZ, 
then the elements A^.,T where r,s=l,...,n; -9=0,...,n-1, form a basis of ^ » 
The aim of this paper is to compute the constants ft in the case of D^ , 
n Z 4 . 
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2. A basis of ̂ 5 • Let n=2K . Then decomposing the S with respect to 
the 1-principal gradation we have dimension one for the degrees l,3,...,n-3, 
n+1, n+3,...,2n-3, and dimension two for the degree n-1. For the dimension 
n-1 we have a basis: {E
n
 ,E J. 





 ̂  i
 s n o u
ld
 D e
 valid, we can take the vectors 
(5) ґ V7FT
E *foгs=l к-l; 
^ V t т n + l - s = 7 i ï
E 2 S " 3 f 0 Г S = * + 2 "• 
It remains to find two vectors T^ , T
 1
 of dimension n-1, i.e. from the li­








)--0, (T^jT^)-*) and (T . T ^ M . Us­













, where i2- -1. 
Therefore a normalized basis in case that n=2K is given by the relations 
(5) and (6). 
Let n=2 K +1. In this case for S we have only dimension one on the deg­
rees 1,3,...,n-2, n-1, n,...,2n-3. So in a similar way as above we have the 












Proposition 2. Let © r= ̂ , and X=diag(x1,.. .,xn, -x^...,^) be the 
elements of <Jrt. Then the (adE)
h has eigenvalues 
B 
(8) A r = ( - l )
n + r . 2 h cosh -ffor r=l,...,n-2, and k^* * n = ( - l )
n 
with corresponding, appropriate, eigenvectors 
(9) Aro=diag(0,-sin9r,...,(-l)n""2 s in (n -2 ) er,0, 
0,-(- l)n~2sin(n-2) 6r,...,sin Or,0), 
An.1>o=diag(l,0,... ,-Vp-^pO,... ,-l) 
(10) ' 
I Ano=diag(l,0,...,^2,- i>2,0,.v,- l), 
where •v1, ̂ 2 are the square roots of (-D
n. 
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The set 4A,Q,...,A 1 is a basis of *50' n10 
Proof. The non-degenerate operator adE shifts the gradation by 1, see 
[3], so the vectors 
(adE)hX= £ (-l)s (h) E h" s XES 
s=t) s 
are of degree zero. Since E =(-l)n Es, 0<s<h, we obtain 
(11) (adE)hX=(-l)n js* (h) % s X Es+Eh X+XEh, 
Our problem is to solve the matrix equation (adE) X=AX or from relation 
(11) to solve the equation 
(12) 'Jif (h) *ES X ES+(-l)n(Eh X+XEh)=(-l)nAX. 
s=l s 
We have two cases: 
Case A. Let X=diag(0,x?,...,xn_i,0,0,-x ,,...,-x2,0). In this case de-
pending on the skew symmetry with respect to the second diagonal of x?,... 
...,x , in (12) we have to solve the homogeneous system on x2,...,x , with 
coefficient matrix the (n-2)x(n-2) matrix which has on the'v-th row, 
•v=l,...,n-2, the following entries 
- t(J)-(^)^ 2-(2
h)-(-l)n^, - KjM^)],..., 
(-IY^-3 rt n ).t h )-\ (-Dn^-2 re h w h ̂ i 
^ -J lV3-V V3W ; J' ^ i; Un-2-V V 2 W ; J ' 
Solving the above system we finally obtain that the n-2 eigenvalues of the 
(adE) are given by the relation (8) for r=l,...,n-2 and the corresponding 
eigenvectors are given by the relation (9).For the above computation we use 
the well known identity 
cosh = £ г hlô1(к> cos(h-2 ҝ) + тCг* 






,0,... , 0,-x^A^ where r=n-l,n. 





= -£A r y must be an eigenvector of the adE0„ 
i.e. (adE )Ar= (U-A . Solving the above system we obtain the eigenvalue (-l)
n 
for (adE) and a corresponding basis of X's is the one given by (10). From 
the cases A and B we obtain that {A,«,...,A ") is a basis of *5 0. 
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Remark. Let e r be a h-primitive root of (-1) for r=l,...,n-2, and 
€ n - 1 = en= € be a h-primitive root of (-l)
n. We set 
(13) \-A <<* <*<*)% ro 
e r 
where ^tr=2ercos -R=- , and (tcn , = ftn= e. Then Ts for s=l,...,n together 
with the homogeneous components 
(14 ) A^-^j?(adE)VAro, r=l,...,n; V=0,...,h-1 
of A . form a basis of 5§ . 
In order to write explicitly the matrices A for r=l,...,n-2 which are 
skew symmetric with respect to the second diagonal lets consider the matrix 
г U„, Kj ^r3 "r4 
where A r , , A r 2 , A ^ , A r 4 are n x n matrices. 
„ V r 
We set e and <V, <u> instead of e
r
 and (-1) sin p, -y- respectively, and 
we write simply the upper parts of the skew symmetric, with respect to the 
second diagonal, matrices A
 2
, A ,. Then A ,, A
 2
, A , are given respectively 
as follows: 
<n-3,n-3> <n-2,n-2> <n+r,n-l> ^ 












<n+г,l> л 2 > ,  . . . <n-3,n-2> <n-2,n-l> <n+г,n-2> 
2 n Ҷ/2 * ' " Єn~4 «,П"3 ЄП~V2 
<n+г,2> l,  <2 4 > ^ <n-3,n-l> <n+г-l,n-2> n+г,n-3 
e 2 n - 4 ^ e2n-3 > '•• e n-5 e n - 4 ^ n - З ^ 
<n+г,n-3> <n+г-l,n-2> <n+г,n-l> , . <n+г-l,3> <n+г,2> 
n+1 лг ~ n + 2 л n+3 *•• ^ + r ^ ' . o/r-n + 1 / 2 e n + 2 e n + ^ Є %2 ç 
<n+г,n-2> <n+г-l,n-l> <n-l,n-2> <2,3> , . ? . <n+г, l> 
— 1 £ — e n+l n+2 ' • • 2n-3 <
n + г - l , 2 > V2 Є П + І Є П + Z Є Z П ° C/2 
<n-l,n-l>, <n-2,n-2> <n-3,n-3> <2,2> <1Д> 
V.Є п - Ч ^
n / 2 ^п+1Vľ " ' ь
2"-*sfг ^n-З^-
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f <п+г tn-l> <n+rtn-2> <n+гtn-3> <n+г t2> <n+гД> n"ì 
,,— i n r- n-i-1 M» X I I—u « - /w— •> rz* 
e -
0 " 1 2 e \/2 e +1\/5* *** * 2 n " 4 '^ --2n~3^ 
<n+гtn-2> <n+r tn-3> <n+гtn-4> <n+г t l> 
Є 
. n - 2 ^ . € n - l £ n * " e 2 n - 5 
<n+гtn-3> < +гtn-4> <n+гtn-5> 
e n " 3 ^ e п " 2 e 0 " 1 




Г <n-l t n-l> <n-2 tn-2> <n-З tn-3) <2,2> < l t l > 
e^Ч ЄП|/2- Ên+V2 •• fc2n-4/2 
<п-2,n-2> <n-3,n-3> <n-4,n-4> <1,1> 
e"-2/? e"" 1 en " e 2 n - 5 
<n-3,n-3> <n-4,n-4> <n-5,n-5> 0 
ЄП-3/2 Ł n - 2 e""1 • 
<2,2> <1,1> o 
e2/? t 3 
<1,1> 0 
Є /̂2" 
For the skew symmetric with respect to the second diagonal matrices 















гñ ' sn-2ñ 6 ^ 2 en-Ч ЄП/2 ' " e 2 n - 3 / 2 -
(-l) n 
e2n-3V5 




0 . . 0 V 
ь2ñ 









V*(-l ) n 









Now using the formulas (13) or (14) it is a simple calculation to obtain 
all Lie brackets of A with the powers of the element E as well as with E . 
Note that only the odd powers of E are elements of *& . So the following pro­
position is obtained. 
Proposition 3. If je-Cl,3,... ,h-l$, then we have 











 A_ for r=n-l,n. 
Moreover 
(adE_)A_=0 for r=l,...,n-2, and 
(adE )A = ~_. A for r=n-l,n where V=9, ,V
2
» 
3. The results. Using the above notation we can compute the constants 
a
r
_ from the relation CT_,A__ = A__ A_. From Proposition 3 we obtain that 
JL S> !) I It) L 
all constants A , where r,s=l,...,n, are the following: 
3.1. Let r=l,...,n-2 then 
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V-^ers" lcos—r—£for 
(2s- l) _ f s = l , . . . , к - l i f n=2k and r s l , . . . , к - l ìf n=2k aг 
l s = l , . . . , k i f n=2k+l. 
* 2 2s 3 (2s-3)0 
1 - £— €>£ cos K for s=k+2,...,n i f n=2k or n=2k+l. 
r s \fh r z 
Moreover 
i n - l Cn -D9 r 
* rk = \ , k + l = ^ " e - C ° S — 2 i f n = 2 K a n d 
* r , k + l = 0 i f n = 2 K + 1 « 
3.2. Let r=n-l,n then for"v"=VpV2 respectively we have 
^ _ _i for S=I,...,K-1 if n=2k, and s=l,...,k if H=2K+1. 
rs i/h 
_2s~3 
* - _: for s=K+2,...,n if n=2K or n=2k+l. 
r s y/h 
Moreover 
2 
where i = -1, 
and 
\ , k+ r^p i f n = 2 K + 1 -
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